INTRODUCTION
For the purposes of the present discussion, it shall be assumed that the conductance gP (t ) of the pulse-generating The principal task of network G in Fig. 1 is to provide a high-end boost to the frequency spectrum (2) of the incident pulse train. The network is rdso tasked with compensation for parasitic reactance effects that will accompany any physical implementation of a
PCE.
An example of such a network is given in terms of its schematic circuit diagram in Fig. 2 . as recorded at the secondary port of low-pass network S. Despite the formal simplicity of (4), finding the general solution is a very formidable assignment. This is due to the simultaneous presence of the convolution operator (*) related to the time-windowing effect of the basic sampling process, and of the multiplication operator f ) related to the frequency-windowing effects of the various circuit elements and parasitic.
In practical situations, YI (f ) will be orders of magnitude larger than G,(j) at respective harmonics of fp. Thk follows from the necessity to insure that the voltage sensed by the sampler PCE be a truthful replica of the voltage V on the main line. Application of this assumption, together with a few other practical considerations, permits an explicit sohltion to be derived
Similarly, the effective shunt admittance Yeff presented to the main transmission line by the composite sampler circuit at harmonics of fp can be written as
Although these last two expressions constitute approximations, they are accurate to within one permill under practical circumstances. .
----
apart, but also the sampling function with its harmonic components spaced f, < f apart, as well as all the additional components spaced Af =~P -f, apart that are generated in the process. Sampler operation is described in the frequency domain by
with V the voltage on the main line to be measured at the particular point of sampling, Vi the voltage at the input of network S (Fig. 1) , and Y1 the input admittance of S, while G, and Y, represent the effective PCE conductance and parasitic reactance properties, respectively. The task is to solve for the line voltage
The third issue to be addressed is the necessity to employ multiple sampler structures for adequate differentiation between incident and reflected signals that travel on the main transmission line and partially overlap in time. Two appropriately positioned sampler circuits, in principle, can provide all the information required to solve for the spectrtd components of each of the two signals. However, this type of reflectometer cannot resolve signal components at frequencies where the two observation points are spaced by multiples of half a wavelength. The spacing of the sampler must hence be selected in accordance with requirements for frequency band coverage. An alternative is to utilize more than two samplers to fill in the voids. Figure 5 depicts the microstrip layout of a three-sampler onchip reflectometer designed for a 100-~m-thick Ga4s substrate. It comprises a pulse generating network to the left, a 50 (1 transmission line leading up to a 25 Q test termination, and three samplers positioned along the line at unequal intervals for optimum frequency band coverage up through 150 GHz. The entire structure possesses a length of 2.5 mm. Both the generator circuit and the sampler structures constitute implementations of the previously defined solutions. It may be noted, in particular,, how relatively little space the generator pulse-shaping network actually occupies, To further illustrate the technique, the time-domain response of the system to the 25 Cl test load has been simulated on the computer. The signal observed by the number two sampler circuit has been plotted in Fig. 6 , together with the initiating conductance modulation response of the generator PCE. Of special interest is the pronounced multi-frequency ringing exhibited by the incident pulse signal as it propagates past the sampling point beginning at 12 picosecond. This ringing is introduced by the generator pulse-shaping network and is responsible for boosting the spectral content of the incident waveform at the high end of its frequency range, as discussed earlier.
The reflection signal stemming from the 25 Q load and its series via hole inductance is observed by the number two sampler circuit beginning at 27 picosecond. 
CONCLUSIONS
Of the various optical techniques potentially applicable to RF device characterization, the photoconductor-based approach has been pursued here in detail.
A principal advantage of this approach is that OIIIy de-type probe connections between chip and supporting instrumentation are required, as all RF signal functions-including incident signal generation-are performed entirely on-chip.
The objective of the current investigation has been to focus on key factors responsible for restricting frequency band coverage and measurement accuracy. The designated solution that has evolved, based on assessment of these factors, encompasses the use of multiple sampling points positioned along the main transmission line, and the incorporation of special pulseshaping and impedance-matching networks. These features provide reliable identification of incident and reflected signals, as well as significantly enhanced performance of PCES serving as highspeed pulse generators and sampling gates. The millimeter-wave design example used for illustration highlights the comparatively modest circuit-related effort involved in a typical implementation of the approach.
